Organisation            TOP

The Kazakh police are based on the old Soviet-era militia and reports to the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD). The police share crime-fighting duties with the Committee for National Security (KNB), which is an intelligence service based on the old Soviet-era KGB of the Kazakh SSR.

The force is divided into criminal police units reporting directly to the MVD, such as the criminal police and the drugs directorate, local police responsible for maintaining general law and order, and the department of traffic police.

Both MVD and local police forces have various counter-terrorist paramilitary units under their control. These include OMON special designation units attached to regional police headquarters, and the 'Sunkar' commando unit under the minister's direct command. The MVD also controls the 20,000-strong Internal Troops (VV) force.

Crime rose sharply in Kazakhstan during the second half of the 1990s. This rise in crime was partly associated with police corruption which in turn was seen as a result of poor pay and inadequate provisions for the police force. As part of Kazakhstan's attempt to respond to rising crime rates, voluntary police detachments called Sarbazy ('Warriors') were established in June 2000 to assist police in some western regions.

Chain of Command            TOP

The minister of internal affairs is Baurzhan Mukhamedzhanov, who was appointed in 2005. Various central bodies report directly to him, including the VV committee (VV forces are under Colonel General Kairbek Suleimenov) and the 'Sunkar' special forces unit.

Beneath him are three deputy ministers, although as of June 2008 one of these positions was vacant, with the other held by Alik Shpekbaev and Kalmukhanbet Kasymov. 

Border Guards            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
15,000
 

Organisation            TOP

The Border Service is administered by the KNB security agency. The service is divided into land-based border guard corps and the Maritime Border Service. The Border Service is a paramilitary force structured along the lines of its Soviet predecessor. With its headquarters in Almaty, the Border Command is responsible for 1,700 km of border, which includes some 250 km of coastline patrolled by a coastal border squadron based at Atyrau (Guryev) on the Caspian Sea.

According to President Nursultan Nazarbayev, Kazakhstan's border with the Russian Federation is a 'border of peace', a reflection of the friendly relations existing between the two states. Further developments include a planned Kazakh border liaison office in Moscow and the deployment of Kazakh officials to serve in units of the Russian Federal Border Service on the Sino-Russian border. Other co-operative agreements have been signed with Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Kyrgyzstan. In late December 1994, Kazakhstan joined Russia, Ukraine and Belarus in signing an agreement to create a customs and border union. Plans are in place to construct a security fence along the borders with Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and China to stem illegal migration and drug trafficking.

Chain of Command            TOP

The Border Service is an integral part of the KNB security agency. The director of the service, currently Lieutenant General Bolat Zakiev, is also a deputy chairman of the KNB. There are two regional commands exercising operational control over the seven land-based units. The coastal guard units report to a separate maritime border command located in Aktau.

Role and Deployment            TOP

The land frontier is controlled by seven regimental formations (otryady). Each formation covers three or more sectors, depending on the length of frontier to be guarded. 

The Maritime Border Guard is based in Aktau and has 10 patrol boats and vessels under its control. Coastal patrol activities are co-ordinated with the Air Defence Forces, whose Su-27 fighters and Su-24 reconnaissance planes fly aerial observation missions over the maritime border.

Beyond conventional control of the national frontiers, the Border Troops are additionally tasked with maintaining heightened security over the Uzbek and Kyrgyz borders, largely because of a perceived growing threat of religious extremism and the fear of possible penetration by criminal and terrorist groups. By early 2004, 52 extra detachments were deployed in the south of Kazakhstan. New operational centres have been established in the region and regular military exercises take place to ensure the combat readiness of the troops. Joint exercises between the special services and the border troops have regularly taken place since 2000.

Training            TOP

Commissioned officers are trained at the Border Service Military Institute in Almaty. The institute offers four and five-year courses. The training is similar to that offered by regular army staff colleges. Officers also have limited opportunities to take advanced courses in battle management and operational art at the Federal Border Service Academy in Moscow. Privates and NCOs serving in the border guards are draftees who are offered induction courses in firearms, physical fitness and border control by their permanent units.

Assessment            TOP

Reforms in recent years have aimed to transform the border guard force from a military into a law-enforcement agency and boost its capabilities to intercept terrorists and drug traffickers penetrating the Kazakh border from Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.

The agency, with assistance from the US and Russia, is deploying mobile and static area surveillance systems, and training teams of special operations soldiers capable of intercepting threats identified by the new equipment. A new government programme aimed at reducing the illegal migration threat was launched in late 2004.

Inventory: Border Guards            TOP

The border troops are equipped with small-arms and some armoured vehicles. The first airbase of border troops, obsolete since independence, has been refurbished and expanded with the acquisition of Mi-8 helicopters, new equipment and an An-72P transport aircraft to cope with the new threats from the south.

Security Forces            TOP

Republican Guard            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH 

2,500

Assessment

Established in January 1992 by a resolution of the Kazakh Security Council and formalised by a presidential decree of 16 March 1992, the Republican Guard's reported strength is some 2,500 men. Service is undertaken on a contract basis open, in principle, to all nationalities living in Kazakhstan on taking an oath to protect the president and defend the constitution.

Chain of Command

The force is subordinated to the Presidential Security Service. 

Role and Deployment

The Republican Guard's primary function is the protection of the president and senior government officials but it also performs counter-terrorist operations and a VIP protection role.

The Republic Guard has also provided physical security for the facilities of the Communications Service since President Nazarbayev subordinated the latter to the Presidential Security Service. The Communications Service is responsible for ensuring the security of all presidential and governmental communications, and may also have a subsidiary signals intelligence role.

Interior Ministry troops (VV)            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH 

20,000

Assessment

Formed in early 1994, the Interior Troops (VV) is a 20,000-strong paramilitary force of the MVD. The head of the VV is currently Colonel General Kairbek Suleimenov. The VV is divided into several motor rifle units equipped with light armour. In light of the incursions of militants into neighbouring states during 1999 and 2000, the interior troops have been strengthened, particularly in southern Kazakhstan, with units brought to a higher level of manning and newer equipment cascaded from regular army stocks. The force is responsible for riot control, counter-insurgency operations and providing combat support to army and border guard units.

Presidential Security Service            TOP

The Service is a security agency reporting directly to the president and tasked with protection of senior government officials and strategic state-owned facilities. In practice, the remit of the Service is wider, since it has been used by President Nazarbayev to track down and prosecute political and religious leaders opposed to his personal rule. The agency was born out of the republican KGB and has considerable surveillance capabilities. Its officers have wide powers of investigation and arrest and are allowed to carry firearms. The service controls the Republic Guard and the Communications Service.

Its head, since 2006, has been Mukhtar Ayubayev.

MVD Special forces units            TOP

The MVD has two special operations units under its control. These are 'Sunkar', an anti-terrorist commando unit that is also trained to operate in a counter-insurgency role in Kazakhstan's border regions, and the 'Kyran' Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) team of the Almaty police department. 'Kyran' is responsible for freeing hostages and detaining armed criminals.

Intelligence Agencies            TOP

KNB (Committee for National Security)            TOP

Assessment

The KNB is Kazakhstan's principal security and intelligence agency. It is responsible for counter-espionage, counter-terrorism, serious crime prevention and intelligence gathering abroad. It is largely a continuation of the former republican KGB and remains staffed in the main by former KGB officers. It is an unreformed element of the state structure, heavily depended upon by President Nazarbayev. The chair of the KNB is Lieutenant-General Amangeldy Schabdarbaev, who was appointed in 2006, having previously headed the Presidential Security Service.

The KNB appears to have spent an inordinate amount of time targeting and discrediting opposition politicians. However, it has also begun to concentrate on the threats of terrorism and organised and cross-border crime.

The KNB's foreign intelligence arm, Barlau, is relatively small and its operations have been limited in scope, as it relies primarily on Russia's SVR and FSB to satisfy its foreign requirements. To decrease its dependence on Russia, the KNB would need to increase its linguistic capabilities, recruit sources abroad on a consistent basis and develop its signals intelligence (SIGINT) capacity, which remains very limited.

However, domestically the KNB has proven adept at gathering security intelligence. Its counter-intelligence efforts, for example, have resulted in the identification and expulsion of a number of foreign spies as well as successes against the Mujahidin of Central Asia group, an affiliate of the Al-Qaeda-linked IMU.

Role and deployment

In the aftermath of the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks on the US, the KNB moved to co-operate with foreign intelligence agencies in the fight against terrorism and drug trafficking. Like many Western intelligence agencies, the KNB maintains and updates a list of banned terrorist organisations. It currently lists 11 groups, including Japan's Aum Shinrikyo. Hizb ut-Tahrir, which advocates the establishment of a Caliphate in Central Asia, is of concern, but unlike other Central Asian states has not been banned in Kazakhstan

The KNB's most important bilateral intelligence relationship is with Russia, which provides Kazakhstan with much of its foreign intelligence. The KNB has also developed bilateral relationships with China, Pakistan, Tajikistan, the US and Uzbekistan, among others, and has fostered links with the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

Organisation

The KNB is divided into six departments, including Barlau, Military Intelligence, the Border Service, the Anti-Terrorism Centre and 14 regional offices and military units. The KNB's Anti-Terrorism Centre controls the Arystan ('Lion') special forces unit. This is relatively well equipped with modern weaponry and has demonstrated high levels of combat skills in a number of Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) joint exercises. It co-ordinates its training procedures and procurement policy with Russia's FSB Special Operations Centre.

Beneath KNB chair Lieut Gen Amangeldy Schabdarbaev are First Deputy Chair Major-General Adil Schayahmetov and five deputy chairs: Lieutenant-General Bolat Zakiev (director of the KNB Border Service), Major-General Maksut Nurimanov, Major-General Kabdulkarim Abdikazimov, Major-General Nurgaly Bilisbekov and Major-General Vladimir Zhumakanov.

Defence Intelligence of the Ministry of Defence (GRU)            TOP

The director of defence intelligence reports to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The GRU has a strategic intelligence arm that develops security assessments and largely gathers its data from open sources and through the military attaché offices in Kazakh embassies. Army special operations units come under the GRU's command. The agency is believed to have close links to its Russian counterpart.

Foreign Forces            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
Unknown
 

Foreign Military Presence            TOP

Thousands of Russian troops were stationed in Kazakhstan in the early 1990s. Russian deployment has been scaled down over the years and is now limited to several teams of liaison officers, intelligence personnel and civilian contractors.

The Baikonur space test range and launch site is operated by Russia's Space Troops.

The Russian Strategic Rocket Forces troops ended their service at the Emba test range in Kazakhstan in November 1999. They were redeployed to Kapustin Yar, east of Volgograd. This was done as part of a process that should see further cutbacks in Russian troops deployed abroad.

In April 2002, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed between Kazakh Defence Minister Mukhtar Altynbayev and US Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld allowing the US to use three airfields (at Chimkent, Lugovoi and Almaty) in Kazakhstan in an emergency during counter-terrorism operations. No permanent basing of US personnel in Kazakhstan is allowed under the agreement which was signed on 10 July 2002.

UPDATED 


Ministry Of Interior            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
15,000 (estimate)
 

Organisation            TOP

The Ministry of Interior maintains lightly armed paramilitary forces numbering an estimated 15,000 troops: 10,000+ militia and 5,000+ border guards. 

The Ministry of Interior is the government department directly responsible to the president for the country's internal security. The ministry controls a wide range of police, security and paramilitary formations to accomplish these tasks. 

Chain of Command            TOP

The Minister of Interior is Colonel General Ramil Usubov. He was born in 1948 and is a graduate of the Soviet MVD Academy. Usubov commanded the Interior Ministry troops in Nakhichevan from 1987-1989, and was promoted to Colonel on 24 January 1990 after "fighting corruption" in the city of Agdam. He then returned to head the ministry's forces in Nakhichevan between July 1993 and April 1994. He was promoted to General and named Interior Minister in April 1994, and later promoted to Lieutenant General in 1995 and then to Colonel General in 1998. 
Minister of Interior: Colonel General Ramil Usubov 
First Deputy Minister: Lieutenant General Oruj Zalove 
Deputy Minister; Commander Internal Troops: Major General Zakir Hasanov 


Police            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
50,000 (estimate)
 

Organisation            TOP

The police are based on the old Soviet militia (renamed the police after independence) and report to the Ministry of Interior. Deputy Interior Minister Major General Zakir Hasanov is the commander of the Internal troops of the Interior Ministry and was promoted in May 2003. 

Within the police force there is a special department that investigates crimes against foreigners, a sign that the government takes seriously the presence of numerous foreign businessmen in the country, especially in the capital. 

There is a stand-alone Presidential Guard, known as "the black uniforms," with most having received some training from CIA paramilitary advisors and Israeli and British private security firms. They are commanded by Colonel Zakir Agayarov and report unofficially to the head of presidential administration and are not subordinate to any ministry. 

Bases            TOP

The police are headquartered in every population centre and have regional detachments as well as a central organised crime unit in Baku. The Interior Ministry has a Police Academy in Shuvelian, and runs a hospital in Baku. 

Garrisons            TOP

No details are available but it is presumed that all large urban centres are garrisoned. 

Peace Support Operations            TOP

No UN contributions have been made by Azerbaijani security and police forces.

Paramilitary Forces            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
10,000 (estimate)
 

Assessment            TOP

The militia was established in the Nagorno-Karabakh zone to bolster the armed forces defensive and potentially offensive capability in the region and to perform other internal security functions. 

The militia is essentially a light infantry formation and can provide support to the government's military formations, against a mechanised insurgent force. The terrain does provide opportunities where the light infantry can provide solid defensive support. 

Role and Deployment            TOP

The militia, like the police, is tasked with fighting separatist conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh and Lachin regions of Azerbaijan when necessary, supporting other security forces in protecting government structures and economic assets and performing other internal security functions. 

Bases            TOP

No information is available on the location of bases.

Inventory: Militia            TOP

Type Role Quantity 
Mix BTR-60/70/80 Armed Personnel Carrier 7 

Customs            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
500 (estimate)
 

Organisation            TOP

Azerbaijan has its own customs service, the priority of which is to check for the illegal import and export of weapons, drugs and currency. 

Since February 1999 the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) contributed equipment and telecommunications systems to help modernise Azerbaijan's Customs Service. In June 2006 further programmes were announced that computer equipment worth USD230,000 would be provided for the Azerbaijani customs service. 

Border Guards            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
5,000 (estimate)
 

Assessment            TOP

The role of the border guards has greatly expanded since 2000, as the security environment has evolved. The focus had originally been on controlling activity along the country's borders with Armenia and Iran, but there is a growing concern about trafficking, including drugs, other contraband and terrorists, across all of its international borders, including its border with Russia and the potential for spillover of the conflict in Chechnya. The 2003 US military support agreement emphasises support efforts to improve the protection of the country's land borders. The border guards are getting more personnel and newer equipment. 

There has also been a significant expansion of counter-proliferation capabilities, mainly as a result of US and Western (NATO) training programmes. These enhanced capabilities include effective border security and surveillance, with a specific focus on the southern border with Iran and the northern border with Dagestan. There is an equally significant upward trend in the capabilities to detect and combat the smuggling of narcotics and small arms. 

Organisation            TOP

In December 1992, the Committee for the Protection of the State Borders of the Republic of Azerbaijan assumed responsibility for control of Azerbaijan's national frontiers, territorial waters, and major waterways aimed at preventing the movement into country of unwanted goods or personnel. 

Major General Elcin Guliyev is the commander of the Border Guards was promoted by the late President Aliyev in May 2003. Colonel Nizami Gadirov is the deputy commander of the Border Guard Troops and has served since 1997. He is also a key, but covert, liaison with the Ministry of National Security. 

The Azerbaijani border guards are known to maintain a number of Main Battle Tanks (MBTs) and Armoured Personnel Carriers, as well as certain artillery pieces among their inventories illustrating their militarised status. 

Intelligence services            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
5,000 (estimate)
 

Organisation            TOP

The Ministry for National Security is based on the former KGB of the Azerbaijan SSR and it reports directly to the president. 

The Ministry of Interior reports directly to the president and remains under his close control, although it is believed that three key power ministers: the interior, national security and defence ministers are also watched by competing elements of state security. Along with the other power structures the senior personnel in Ministry of Interior have also fallen prey to internal factional struggles. 

In accordance with the terms of a presidential decree, 'On setting up the Academy of the National Security Ministry of the Azerbaijani Republic', an academy designed to provide specific training and education for the Ministry for National Security was established for the first time in Azerbaijan in December 1998. The Academy is located in Zykh. 

Foreign Forces            TOP

Since Azerbaijan became the first former Soviet state to secure a full Russian military withdrawal from its territory in 1993, there was no official Russian military presence in Azerbaijan until 2002. The current Russian military presence is limited to operating a leased air defence installation. The Russian military is now guarding the phased-array radar tracking station at Gabala, which is about 120 km from Baku and near the city of Minchegaur. This facility is part of Russia's anti-missile defence system, covering the southern sector. 

In January 2002, Russia and Azerbaijan reached a new agreement for the lease for the radar facility. The 10-year lease stipulates that Russia will pay USD7 million annually. It also set a specific cap on the presence of Russian troops at the Gabala facility, limiting the total number of Russian servicemen to 1,500 present at any one time. Officers and their dependents live on the grounds of the facility. There is also an Azerbaijani liaison officer. 

The Gabala early warning radar station has the capability to monitor missile launches in a vector ranging from the Middle East and Persian Gulf to the Indian Ocean. This facility can also provide Moscow with critical intelligence on US cruise missile activity over Afghanistan and Iraq. This stationing of Russian forces in-country is being authorised even though the constitution "prohibits the presence of foreign troops on the country's territory." 
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Police            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
n/a
 

Organisation            TOP

Police force

The police force reports to the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD). Local forces report to MVD regional directorates, which are often controlled by powerful businessmen or warlords with few ties to the central government. The police force is modelled on the Soviet-era militia, but has lost most of the latter's investigative capabilities. Corruption is endemic and many local police chiefs have links to drug trafficking groups. Areas around Russian military bases and border posts are exclusion zones under the jurisdiction of Russian military police. Russian servicemen and their family members enjoy full immunity from search, arrest and prosecution.

Border Guards            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
20,000
 

Organisation            TOP

Committee for State Border Protection (Komitet po Okhrane Gosudarstvennoy Granitsy: KOGG)

The KOGG was established in June 1992. After Russia took over the units and assets of the Soviet border troop command in Tajikistan, the local border force was built from scratch. Russia formally withdrew its border guard forces from Tajikistan in 2005. The KOGG controls a 1,200-strong paramilitary force organised into two infantry brigades. 

Chain of Command            TOP

The Border Guards report to the KOGG headquarters in Dushanbe.

Role and Deployment            TOP

The border troop formations are deployed for border protection. Since January 2000 the role of the border guards has been intensified by specifically addressing the issue of drug trafficking along the Tajik-Afghan border. Russia's Federal Border Service has been assisting in this task. The vast majority of illegal drug trafficking across the Tajik-Afghan border goes unstopped by the Tajik border guards, seizing only perhaps three to six per cent of opiates smuggled across its border. Despite the apparent success of Operation 'Enduring Freedom', particularly in toppling the Taliban, the Tajik-Afghan border remains a key security concern to both Moscow and Dushanbe. It will remain so for some time to come, since it is the front line in the flow of narcotics from Afghanistan and there is the ever present danger of Islamist militants crossing the border. 

Bases            TOP

The border troops are based in Dushanbe and other towns.

Training            TOP

The KOGG forces share a combat training centre with Russian FSB border guard command in Tajikistan. The US and China have provided aid and training to the Tajik border guard as their concerns grow about the increasing flow of Afghan drugs over the border. In June 2007, it was also announced that the UN Office on Drugs and Crime with French assistance would be setting up a new training programme for Tajik security services regarding the combating of drugs.

Assessment            TOP

The Tajik Border Guards are underfunded, poorly trained and equipped, and fail to adequately protect the Afghan border from the increasing flow of illegal trafficking in opiates. It has also suffered from institutional corruption, which contributes to the problem of stemming the drug flow across its border. There are plans to expand its manpower and responsibilities but this may take time and may necessitate foreign assistance. The weakness of the Tajik Border Guards leaves the country open to narcotics transit routes, as well as militants and terrorists crossing its borders.

Inventory: Border Guards            TOP

The border troops possess armoured vehicles and small arms.

Security Forces            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
n/a
 

Presidential Guard (PG)            TOP

The Presidential Guard (PG) was the first government-controlled force to engage the Islamist opposition in 1993. Set-up with modest help from the Russian troops in Tajikistan, the PG comprises several motor rifle units with a total strength of around 1,200 men. There are also several local warlords loyal to President Rahmon that consider their units to be part of the PG. Accurately estimating the correct strength of this poorly integrated and ephemeral paramilitary force is therefore difficult. In essence, the PG is a pool of fighters trained by Russian instructors to defend Rahmon's regime. Its structure is extremely flexible. Groups of fighters are shifted around and are often attached to other security agencies to bolster Rahmon's control over the national security community.

Ministry of the Interior (MVD) paramilitary forces            TOP

The MVD is dominated by representatives of the Kulob clan, to which President Rahmon belongs. The MVD's support was essential in the government's efforts to defeat the Islamic opposition in 1997. This accounts for the fact that the most capable Tajik fighting force is controlled by the MVD rather than the MoD. The ministry's interior troops command includes several small commando units and the 'jewel' of Tajik forces, the 200 to 300 strong 1st Special Operations Brigade. The brigade is the only Tajik unit equipped and trained for high-intensity warfare. Ninety per cent of its officers are graduates of Russia's elite Ryazan airborne college. The brigade has four light infantry battalions equipped with tanks and APCs, and supported by an attack helicopter unit. The brigade uses Russian airborne forces' doctrine and training methods, and is the only rapid deployment unit in Tajikistan.

National Security Ministry            TOP

The Ministry of National Security, formerly the Committee of National Security (KNB), is the government's intelligence arm, which replaces the old Tajik KGB. The ministry is less visible than its Uzbek, Turkmen and Kazakh counterparts, and is believed to have close links with Russian intelligence agencies. It is responsible for neutralising threats from insurgency and espionage.

Drugs Control Agency (AKN)            TOP

In 1998, President Rahmon bowed to international pressure to set-up an anti-drugs agency with no previous links to local interests. The AKN was established with direct assistance from the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), which paid for the agencies' facilities, equipment and trained around 350 anti-drugs officers. The AKN has established itself as an independent intelligence agency with core funding (around USD11 million a year) coming from the UN and with the UNODC retaining control over all AKN appointments. The agency prides itself in the rigorous selection process with over 80 per cent of its officers having gained university degrees (very rare in Tajikistan), many from prestigious Russian universities. AKN collects intelligence on the movements of drug trafficking groups in and out of Afghanistan, and works closely with Russia's FSB security service and the drugs control agency.

Emergencies Ministry            TOP

The ministry was established in 1999 in an effort to appease Ziyoyev, a powerful former field commander in the opposition. Ziyoyev remains the key communications link between Rahmon's government and radical Islamist forces both inside Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The ministry has a 2,500-strong stand-by paramilitary force which doubles as Ziyoyev's private army. His fighters are used to guard parts of Tajik-Kyrgyz and Tajik-Uzbek borders. The extent to which Ziyoyev is loyal to the central government is unclear. However, he is believed to have vested interests in the post-war economy and, by implication, in the existence of a unified Tajik state. Ziyoyev departed his post as minister in December 2006 days after the ministry was abolished and replaced with the Committee for Emergency Situations.

Foreign Forces            TOP

Russian 201st Motor Rifle Division            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH 

6,000-7,000

Organisation

Russia's 201st motor rifle division remains the most well-equipped and combat ready force in Tajikistan. The division was granted permanent basing rights in 2003 and was re-designated as Russia's fourth overseas military base, subordinated to the Volga-Urals military district. The division serves as the basis of the CIS Rapid Reaction Corps, remaining Russia's most important military leverage over Central Asian states. Most of the division's officers and 85 per cent soldiers are Russians recruited and trained in their home military districts. The division operates bellow its establishment strength as military recruitment centres in Russia have been finding it hard to attract enough motivated young men willing to serve in Tajikistan.

The division, which saw heavy fighting in Afghanistan in 1980s, retains classic structure of a Soviet motor rifle formation. The divisional headquarters are in Giprozemgorodsk on the outskirts of Dushanbe. The division is organised into three motor rifle regiments: the 92nd regiment based in Dushanbe, the 149th regiment deployed in Kulyab region and the 191st regiment based in Kurgan-Tyube. Motor rifle units are supported by the 401th independent tank battalion, self-propelled artillery and air defence missile regiments, and the 670th air group with five Su-25 attack jets. Russian forces are also supported by a helicopter squadron operating from Dushanbe's Southern Airport. From 2008, the aviation section of the division will be based in the Ayni air base, near Dushanbe, the infrastructure work for which is currently ongoing. The unit received new military equipment in 2007 as part of the Russian army's modernisation process.

Chain of Command

The 201st division has been designated as the 4th overseas military base of Russian armed forces. Divisional HQ report to the HQ of Russia's 2nd Army of the Volga-Urals military district and ultimately to the Army High Command in Moscow.

Role and Deployment

The 201st division's main responsibility is providing 'echeloned support' for Tajik border guards and their Russian advisors deployed on the Tajik-Afghan border. Co-ordination between these two forces has markedly improved over the years. The division provides seven company-level tactical groups deployed in static positions. A tactical group usually includes an infantry company, tank and mortar units, and a reconnaissance platoon. Troops from the 149th regiment support the 117th FSB border detachment in the Moskovsky district, while the 191st regiment reinforces the 48th FSB border detachment. The 92nd regiment based in Dushanbe guards Russian military and diplomatic facilities in the capital, and serves as the core of the CIS Rapid Deployment Force. The regiment also guards Russia's 'Okno' missile tracking station in Nurek. In addition, the Russian military takes part in the delivery, protection and distribution of humanitarian aid and other relief supplies coming into the republic.

Their organisation is as follows:

201st Motor Rifle Division/4th Military Base, HQ Dushanbe 

201st Motor Rifle Division, Dushanbe 
191st Motor Rifle Regiment, Kurgan-Tyube 
149th Motor Rifle Regiment, Kulyab 
3rd Motor Rifle Regiment, Dushanbe 

Bases

Combined Headquarters is located at Dushanbe. Regimental HQ (191st) is at Kurgan-Tyube and another is based at Kulyab. From 2008, air units will also be based at Ayni airbase, near Dushanbe.

 Russian Bases
0046844
 

Training Areas

The 201st division is manned by contract soldiers recruited all over Russia and trained by the 2nd Army of the Volga-Urals military district.

Training

All Russian soldiers and officers are trained in Russia proper before being posted to Tajikistan. 

Assessment

The 201st Motor Rifle Division was downsized in mid-2000 due to the need to deploy troops in Chechnya. Nevertheless, Russia's long term interest in the region will ensure the presence of a military base in Tajikistan to control regional threats and preserve Tajik and Russian forces against any regional conflict. The division has found it difficult to attract top recruits, and drugs and alcoholism is an endemic problem. However, it relies on a professional and experienced officer corps, which makes it the most capable fighting force in Central Asia.

Inventory: Armour
Type Role Quantity 
T-72 Main Battle Tank n/a 
BMP-2 Armoured Personnel Carrier n/a 
BTR-80 Armoured Personnel Carrier n/a 
BRM-1K Reconnaissance Vehicle n/a 
Inventory: Artillery
Type Role Quantity 
122 mm 2S1 Self-propelled Howitzer n/a 
152 mm 2S3 Self-propelled Howitzer n/a 
122 mm BM-21 Multiple Rocket System n/a 
220 mm 9P140 Multiple Rocket System n/a 
120 mm PM-38 Mortar n/a 
SA-8 Surface-to-Air Missile n/a 
Inventory: Anti-Tank Weapons
Type Role Quantity 
9K11/9K111 (AT-3/-4) Anti-Tank Guided Weapon 30 
100 mm T-12 Anti-Tank Gun 15 
Inventory: Air Defence Weapons
Type Role Quantity 
Strela-2/2M (SA-7) Manportable SAM 450 
S-75 Dvina (SA-2) Low/Medium-Altitude SAM 10 
Almaz Pechora-M (SA-3) Low/Medium-Altitude SAM 25 
23 mm ZSU-23-4 Self-Propelled AAG 20 

Following the RFAS Almaty meeting of 10 February 1995, Tajikistan signed an agreement establishing a Joint RFAS Air Defence System. Later the same month a Tajik Air Defence Command was established, both to defend national airspace and to co-ordinate operations with the new Joint RFAS Air Defence System. As yet there is no detail of equipment in service.

Tajikstan may have about 20 SA-2/-3 available on its national territory.

Based on an agreement on military co-operation concluded between Tajikistan and the Russian Federation in April 1999, a military installation called Okno ('window') has been established 70 km southeast of Dushanbe. Okno can track satellites, aircraft and any flying objects up to 40,000 km above Central Asia and a greater area.

In March 2000 a protocol of co-operation in air defence and protection of the southern borders was signed between the Tajik air defence commander Colonel Akbar Qayumov and the Russian air force commander Anatoliy Kornukov. Russia also promised to assist by providing maintenance of military hardware.

In July 2007 an agreement was reached on the deployment of Russian air units, as part of the 201st division, to be deployed to Ayni air base, outside of Dushanbe, from 2008. This deployment is likely to include four Su-25 attack aircraft, four Mi-24 utility helicopters and four Mi-8 combat helicopters.
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Police            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH: 
Ministry of Internal Affairs 
386,000
Police:
284,000
Interior Troops:
39,900
'Berkut' (Eagle) Special Purpose Police:
5,000 (riot control and anti-mafiya operations)
Border Troops (including Coast Guard):
45,000
 

Organisation            TOP

The Ukrainian police force, still known as the Militia, is based on the structure of the Soviet-era militia in Ukraine. It is subordinated to the Ministry of the Interior (MVS). Each region (oblast) has its own MVS Directorate (UMVS) subordinated to the central ministry in Kiev. Additionally, most larger towns and cities in Ukraine now have municipal police forces of their own.

The ministry is also responsible for the Interior Troops (VV), whose mission is to guard government buildings and strategic facilities such as nuclear power stations and defence plants and assist the police in cases of major protests or civil disturbances. The Interior Troops comprise light infantry units structured along traditional army lines and the Berkut ('Royal Eagle') riot police. Deputy interior minister Oleksandr Savchenko is in charge of the public security forces, including the VV.

Bases            TOP

The militia are based in all primary urban centres.

Peace Support Operations            TOP

As of April 2008, Ukrainian police officers were serving on UN peacekeeping duties in the Democratic Republic of Congo (5 police), East Timor (3 police), Georgia (2 police), Liberia (15 police) and Sudan (12 police).

 Burkut special police officers stand guard outside the chief prosecutors office in Kiev. (PA Photos)
1188879
 


Customs            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH:
15,000 (estimated)
 

Organisation            TOP

The customs service is part of the State Customs Service of Ukraine (DMSU), with its headquarters in Kiev. There are 25 Customs Regions.

Chain of Command            TOP

Valery Khoroshkovskii has been the head of the State Customs Service since 2007. Beneath him are two First Deputy DMSU Chiefs and 5 Deputies.

Role and Deployment            TOP

The DMSU is tasked with customs control at all crossings and entry/exit points, on Ukraine's coasts, borders and airports.

Border Guards            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
45,000
 

Organisation            TOP

Border guards are the operational arm of the State Border Guard Service of Ukraine (DPSU), built on the basis of the border department of the Soviet Ukrainian KGB. Colonel General Mykola Lytvyn is chair of the DPSU.

There are three regional commands: Western (Lviv), Southern (Odessa), Northern (Zhytomyr), Eastern (Kharkiv) and the Azov-Black Sea (Symferopol). There is also a new Maritime Directorate (Captain Volodymyr Shcherbina) and an Odessa Border Patrol Ship Formation commanded by Captain Mykola Arkhipov. The key focus of the DPSU's activities is Ukraine's north-eastern border with Russia. Ukraine has for a long time maintained that this part of its frontier is regularly infiltrated by the drug-traffickers and arms smugglers from Asia. However, Kiev has stopped short of introducing a tougher border control regime with Russia, as millions of Ukrainians travel to Russia to work and Moscow has also shown a willingness to limit gas supplies in response to tough talk and measures from Kiev. The European Union is putting pressure on Ukraine to enhance security of its western border with accession countries.

Chain of Command            TOP

Since 2003, the chair of the DPSU has been Colonel General Mykola Lytvyn, a former Soviet paratrooper and Ukrainian VV officer. The first deputy chairs are Colonel General Pavlo Shysholin (responsible for operational matters) and Colonel General Mykhaylo Koval (personnel) and the deputy chairs are Lt. General Oleksandr Melnykov (legal affairs), Lt. General Oleksandr Bryukhovetskii (operations), Lt. General Oleh Lantvoyt (armaments) and Lt. General Oleksandr Lishchynskii (logistics).

 Structure of Central Staff of Border Defence
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 Structure of Border Defence
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Role and Deployment            TOP

The border guard force is divided into a paramilitary arm in charge of patrolling land and sea frontiers, and an immigration control force manning the border crossing check-points. The paramilitary arm is structured into regiments, battalions and companies, and is equipped with automatic rifles, light armour and light artillery. The central staff of the border troops has an intelligence department and a signals and electronic intelligence unit. The border guards are deployed along the frontier and at international airports, train and coach stations.

Bases            TOP

The Border Troops' main bases are Kharkiv, Khmel'nyts'ky, L'viv and Odessa.

Training            TOP

Officer candidates for the Ukrainian Border Troops undergo an 18-month course at the Khmel'nts'ky Border Troops Institute.

Assessment            TOP

While a militarised force, the border guards are essentially reactive sentries and remain poorly equipped and ill-prepared for anti-terrorist, counter-insurgency and policing functions. Nonetheless, Ukraine is increasingly looking to Western border security models and continues to upgrade the resources and training of the DPSU.

Intelligence Services            TOP

Security Service of Ukraine (SBU)            TOP

The Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) is the country's primary security and counter-intelligence agency, responsible for countering both domestic and external threats to national security. It was formed in 1992 on the basis of the Soviet-era KGB directorate for Ukraine. The SBU's director is directly responsible to the president. The agency's purpose is to protect Ukraine against threats from espionage, terrorism and separatism, and to assist the law enforcement agencies in detecting organised crime and drug offences. While in the early years of Ukrainian independence SBU activities were mostly directed against Russia, relations between the SBU and Russian intelligence have improved. Under former president Kuchma, the SBU was believed to have actively targeted Ukrainian diasporas abroad, but since then the SBU's counter-intelligence arm has largely focused on combating separatism, organised crime and foreign espionage (especially from Russia).

In February 2005 President Viktor Yushchenko appointed Aleksandr Turchinov, a radical political activist with no intelligence background, to head the SBU. Turchinov promised to reform the agency and bring it under effective civilian control but he became embroiled in political and bureaucratic conflicts and resigned in September 2005. As of June 2008, the SBU had no official chair, the acting head is first deputy chair Valentyn Nalyvaichenko, head of its anti-terrorist centre (which also controls the SBU's own special forces unit, 'Directorate A'). There are five other deputy chairs: Mykola Halamba, Mykola Gerasymenko, Tyberiy Durdynets, Svitlana Nezhnova and Oleh Vasylyovych Sklyar.

As well as a central staff, there are 26 regional SBU offices across the country. Officers are trained at the SBU National Academy.

Foreign Intelligence Service of Ukraine (SVRU)            TOP

In 2004, the intelligence department of the SBU was separated from its mother agency and transformed into an independent service subordinated to the president. This proved a traumatic experience for what had widely been considered the most effective part of the SBU, which suffered initially from inexperienced leadership and poor morale, as well as an overly close association with former president Kuchma.

The SVRU is beginning to recover now, although it still suffers from a number of serious internal divisions. Its chain of command, recruitment and training procedures, and missions of the new agency do not differ much from those of its predecessor. It maintains its own SVRU Institute for Personnel Training.

Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR)            TOP

The Ukrainian Defence Ministry has an independent defence intelligence agency, the Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR) of the General Staff. Modelled on Russia's GRU intelligence agency, the GUR comprises three key elements: several operational departments each responsible for secret intelligence collection in a specific group of states; a planning and analysis service advising the minister; and signals and electronic intelligence. The GUR's mission is to collect data on military and other capabilities of foreign states. The agency is also in charge of arms exports co-ordination. Since January 2008, its chief has been Colonel Viktor Gvozd, himself an experienced GRU officer.

The GUR has limited electronic and signals intelligence capabilities. The agency has its own officer training facility and a language school. Unlike the SBU and SVRU, the GUR is known to have an overt anti-Russian posture. The agency's personnel has been a driving force behind Kiev's policy of building a close military relationship with NATO and the US. 

Foreign Forces            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
12,000 (Black Sea Fleet)
 

Organisation            TOP

The only significant foreign forces remaining on Ukrainian soil are elements of Russia's Black Sea Fleet, based mainly at Sevastopol in the Crimea. In accordance with the intergovernmental agreement between Russia and Ukraine, Russian forces may remain stationed in Ukraine until 2017, although Kiev has indicated that it will not extend this deal.

Russia is seeking to maintain its presence in the Black Sea, and indeed expand the operations of the Black Sea Fleet into the Mediterranean. At present, fleet assets based in Ukraine are drawn from the 30th Surface Vessel Division, the 68th Coastal Defence Brigade and the 41st Missile Boat Brigade. There are also two Naval Aviation regiments and one squadron and a Naval Infantry regiment.

Foreign Military Presence            TOP

Police            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
26,000 (2007 estimate)
 

Assessment            TOP

The police still operate along former Soviet militia lines. Foreign diplomats posted in Turkmenistan describe Turkmen police officials as unprofessional, brutal and constantly looking for bribes and other means of enriching themselves. Both national and local forces suffer from lack of basic equipment, including personal radios and transport. Police service remains the least prestigious profession inside the security community, often attracting poorly educated people with dubious standards. Police officials extort stakes in local enterprises and tend to pursue their private economic agendas. 

The Traffic Police have a notorious reputation for corruption and bribe seeking, especially since Niyazov replaced the professional service with untrained military conscripts. Although the transfer of the traffic police to the MVD in March 2007 may stem this corruption in the short term, any longer-term reforms appear unlikely. In mid-April 2007 Berdymukhammedov harshly criticised the police for corruption, citing bribery, nepotism, low professionalism and collusion with criminals. Earlier that month a number of senior officers were purged, including Interior Minister Akmammet Rahmanov and the police chiefs in Mary and Ahal provinces. 

Role and Deployment            TOP

The Serious Crime Squad of the MVD investigates corruption and drug-related offences. Regional internal affairs directorates have responsibility for fighting violent crime, while local police forces maintain general law and order and prosecute traffic offences. In practice, responsibilities of various police forces overlap. 

International deployments

None

Chain of command            TOP

The Minister of Internal Affairs appoints chiefs of regional internal affairs directors. These in turn control the work of local police forces and counter-terrorist special operations teams. Since regional police units are only partially funded by the MVD, with the rest of their funding coming from regional budgets, lack of accountability to the central government is a serious problem. 

In February 2007, President Gurbanguly Berdymukhammedov appointed D. Khudayberdyev president of the police academy. The Ministry of Defense is expected to sign a USD45 million contract to build a new police academy for 800 students scheduled for completion in February 2009. 

Organisation            TOP

The police force is based on the structure of the Soviet-era militia and reports to the Ministry for Internal Affairs (MVD). Both this and the Committee for National Security (the ex-KGB) have a role in fighting crime, with the Committee for National Security concentrating on political crime, drugs and counter-espionage. 

The MVD has its own investigations department and serious crime squad reporting directly to the minister. Most policing functions are carried out by local police forces answering to regional internal affairs directorates. Corruption at all levels remains endemic as the police has sweeping powers of oversight, surveillance and detention. 

In a March 2007 reorganisation of the security services, the Traffic Police were transferred from the National Security Ministry (MNB) to the MVD. 

Bases            TOP

All major settlements.

Garrisons

The country is divided into five military districts, with police garrisons in the following 

Ashgabat
Kizyl-Arvat
Tashauz 

Inventory: Police            TOP

Small arms and some armoured vehicles.

Border Guards            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
12,000
 

Assessment            TOP

The border guards are an ineffective force tasked with stemming the flow of illegal drugs trafficking across its borders. In 2001, Russian intelligence reports linked the Service's officials to the arms, food and drug trade between the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and Turkmenistan. It is likely that members of the service are still engaged in the trade of illicit goods across the country's borders as corruption remains a major problem in all of Turkmenistan's security services. 

Drugs move across the Iranian and Afghan borders, through Turkmenistan, into Russia and on to Europe. The movement into Turkmenistan is facilitated by corruption within the security forces, and this officially tolerated corruption was used by the late president Niyazov to provide patronage to the security forces. It also allowed a convenient tool for him to purge 'corrupt' officials who had fallen from favour. There is very little publicly available data to suggest that much has changed since Berdymukhammedov's short tenure as president with regard to the transhipment of drugs through Turkmen territory. 

The president has called for increased crackdowns on drug offences within Turkmenistan, although some police sources have been reported by the Turkmen media as stating that if the police were to act, it would cause a rise in the crime statistics, and the senior officials will not allow this to happen. It appears that the presidents statement have been aimed at curbing uncontrolled corruption in the security forces, and mildly clamping down on domestic drug abuse, while not moving to do much more. 

In order to combat drug trafficking and the smuggling of WMD components, the US and Turkmenistan co-operate on border security. In March 2007, the US Department of Energy and US Embassy Export Control and Related Security program held a training seminar on commodity identification with the State Customs Service, State Border Service and Ministry of Trade and Consumer Co-operation. The program was intended to train representatives from these agencies to identify materials used in possible the manufacture of WMDs. Washington has also provided material support to Turkmenistan's border guards; in June 2007 it was announced that the US government had donated equipment valued at USD250,000 to the Border Protection Service, including five mobile maintenance trucks and radio communication equipment. 

Role and Deployment            TOP

Deployed along the borders with Uzbekistan, Afghanistan and Iran.

Chain of Command            TOP

The Service is an independent government agency reporting directly to the president. The Service officials enjoy broad powers of investigation, detention and gathering intelligence at home and abroad. In February 2007, President Berdymukhammedov named Bayram Alov Chairman of the State Border Service, commander of the border troops. 

Like many other government departments, the Service has seen large-scale repressions against its central HQ officials in recent years. An estimated 50 senior and mid-level officers have been arrested on spying and corruption charges since 1999. Former president Niyazov was wary of growing dissatisfaction with his 'personality cult' in all levels of government, and was keen to promote intelligence officers loyal to him to senior posts within the security community. All top level border officials trained during the 1990s by the Russian border guards have been replaced with agents from the National Security Committee and the Presidential Security Service. 

Organisation            TOP

The state borders of Turkmenistan comprise some difficult terrain. Moreover, it remains a region of both political and religious instability. 

The most sensitive stretches of the frontiers of Turkmenistan are those bordering on Afghanistan (750 km) and Uzbekistan (1,615 km), although the remaining border with Iran is becoming an increasing problem with drug trafficking rates souring. The region was formerly the responsibility of the Central Asian Border District of the Soviet KGB. The District was disbanded in August 1992 and the Turkmen Border Guard Service was established. 

Until 1999, responsibility for border management was shared between the Turkmen Border Guard Service and Russia's Federal Border Service. In mid-1999, Ashgabat refused to re-new the 1993 bi-lateral border control agreement and Russian troops pulled out of Turkmenistan in early 2000, leaving the border with Afghanistan open to illegal drug trafficking. In line with Soviet tradition, the Border Guard Service is a military rather than a law-enforcement agency. The guards are organised into light infantry units equipped with armoured personnel carriers and towed artillery. Commissioned officers undergo army training alongside their MoD counterparts at the Ashgabat Military Institute, while most rank-and-file soldiers are conscripts. 

The Service's control over the border is patchy. Owing to low establishment strength and lack of surveillance equipment, it has to rely on occasional land and air patrols and a few poorly equipped and undermanned checkpoints. Some support is being provided by the police and armed forces. MiG-29 fighter aircraft fly regular border patrol missions along the Caspian Sea coastline. Since protection of Turkmenistan's energy interests in the Caspian is a top priority, the Service operates a small naval patrol unit with a base in Turkmenbashi. 

Bases            TOP

The country is divided into five military districts, with border guard garrisons in the following :

Ashgabat
Yasar Kuli
Kushka 

Inventory: Border Guards            TOP

Assault and sniper rifles, heavy machine guns, armoured personnel carriers, mortars and towed artillery.

Security Forces            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
5,000-6,000 (2004 estimate)
 

Organisation            TOP

Turkmenistan's security services have taken over assets and personnel of the Soviet KGB directorate. Their work is supervised by the president personally and is co-ordinated by the State Anti-terrorism Commission, which brings together the head of state, cabinet members, heads of security agencies and regional governors. There are three security and intelligence agencies: the National Security Committee (NKB), the Presidential Security Service and the Aliens' Registration Service. 

National Security Service (NKB)            TOP

The NKB is Turkmenistan's principal security agency and an heir to the KGB. Its estimated establishment strength is over 4,000 officers. The agency is divided into three arms: serious crime and drug offences, counter-espionage, and foreign intelligence. The NKB's remit extends to prosecuting religious crimes, investigating reports about 'political untrustworthiness' of individual citizens and even vetting university applicants. Having penetrated the ranks of virtually all government structures, the NKB agents are responsible for monitoring the loyalty of civil servants and military officials. The NKB is also responsible for the security of much of the country's communications infrastructure, including tracking web traffic and inspecting private and governmental email. 

The NKB was Niyazov's favourite instrument of oppression used for prosecuting the opposition, keeping foreign influences in check and spying against Turkmen dissidents abroad. The latter is the main responsibility of NKB's overseas intelligence stations. The intensity of Turkmen espionage activities abroad came to light in August 2003 when Russia's Federal Security Service (FSB) detained and then expelled eight Turkmen agents working under diplomatic cover. The agents were accused of threatening and assaulting members of the Turkmen opposition resident in Moscow. 

Unconfirmed reports in the Russian media indicate that the NKB, previously reluctant to co-operate with the Russians, has since 2004 fostered a closer link with FSB. The FSB is now believed to be training NKB officers and sharing data on Turkmen nationals resident in Russia. During the last years of Niyazov's rule, Russian intelligence and security agencies were understood to have been widely operating in Turkmenistan, both with and without the NKB's co-operation. 

Presidential Security Service            TOP

The Presidential Security Service is a small and elite personal protection service comprised of approximately 2,000 bodyguards and security officers, reported hand chosen by its commander. More than just bodyguards, the Service has very broad powers to spy against and detain anyone suspected of posing a threat to the president and his regime. In an indication of the service's importance, for 17 years former Commander Lt Gen Akmurad Rejepov built the trust of Niyazov, and as a result he came to be one of the most powerful figures in the country. As a result of this trust, Rejepov was able to position veterans of this agency through the other power ministries. 

Apart from stamping out religious and political dissent, the agency's core function is to manage any fissures within the elites and to monitor the work of the NKB and other law-enforcement and security structures. The Presidential Guards reportedly have access to a wide range of political, social and economic intelligence collected from across society, and has earned a hated reputation throughout Turkmenistan. The Service employs uniformed and undercover intelligence officers, and has a special operations unit used for protection purposes. Soldiers from this unit are also used to guard political prisoners. In March 2007, Berdymukhammedov further strengthened the power of the Presidential Security Service when he redefined the duties of the various power ministries. In the reshuffle, the Service has taken over responsibility for physical security at vital military and civil installations from the Interior Ministry. 

In May 2007 Berdymukhammedov also moved to dismiss Rejepov "in connection with his transfer to another position." He was subsequently arrested and charged with "abuse of office" and "large-scale embezzlement." This move was especially shocking for the role that Rejepov had played in engineering the succession that brought Berdymukhammedov out of relative obscurity and into the presidency. 

Aliens' Registration Service (GSRIG)            TOP

The GSRIG, a spin-off from the NKB, was established in March 2003. The agency, whose main function is processing visa and residence permit applications, is also tasked with monitoring movements of aliens on Turkmenistan's territory and ensuring their compliance with local laws and regulations. The agency has sweeping surveillance, intelligence gathering and detention powers. Its de-facto core responsibility is counter-espionage and total control over the expatriate community. The agency employs over 1,000 intelligence officers, including undercover agents, and operates an extensive database with aliens' personal details and information about their movements. 

It is expected that the GSRIG will be reformed in President Berdymukhammedov's restructuring of the security services that was announced in May 2007. The details have not yet been released. 

Chain of Command            TOP

Security services enjoy unlimited powers and are only accountable to the president. The NKB and the GSRIG maintain offices and run covert networks across the country. 

Role and Deployment            TOP

The security forces concentrate their efforts upon battling drug trafficking, monitoring the distribution of religious propaganda, and tracking down individuals and organisations opposed to the ruling regime. 

Bases            TOP

Major urban areas.

Operational Art and Tactical Doctrine            TOP

Based on Soviet doctrine.

Inventory: Security Forces            TOP

Small arms, heavy machine guns, manportable SAMs, helicopters and armoured vehicles.

Foreign Forces            TOP
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Police            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
25,000 (estimated)
 

Assessment            TOP

The Ministry of the Interior (MVD) plays the role of a junior partner to the National Security Service (SNB) and the border guard service. President Islam Karimov's inner circle is dominated by ex-KGB officers with close links to the SNB and the police force is viewed as a useful but low-profile instrument for implementing the policies formulated by the Uzbek intelligence community. For Karimov, the SNB is a key pillar of his authoritarian regime. He therefore does not wish to see the MVD emerge as an independent and self-sufficient security agency. As a result, the police force has largely been left un-reformed, under-funded and under-equipped. At the local level, corruption among police officers is rife.

Organisation            TOP

Responsibility for fighting crime is shared between the MVD and the Uzbek intelligence agency SNB. The MVD has under its control regional and municipal police forces, and a paramilitary arm, which comprises the national guard-type interior troops and a special forces brigade. President Karimov is believed to have ordered a transfer of all MVD special operations units to the SNB and the MoD following the Andijan uprising in May 2005. 

The police force is based on the structure of the Soviet-era militia and consists of two key elements. At the national level, the high-profile anti-terrorist directorate of the MVD is responsible for rooting out the domestic causes of terrorism and fighting corruption. At the local level, regional directorates of the MVD have responsibility for prosecuting criminal and traffic offences, and maintaining general law and order. The ministry's special and paramilitary forces work in close co-ordination with the army and the NSB, and are operationally subordinated to the General Staff of the armed forces.

Bases            TOP

The police are based in all urban areas and settlements.

Garrisons            TOP

Every large Uzbek town has an interior troops garrison.

Peace Support Operations            TOP

No contributions to UN operations have been made.

Training            TOP

Training is believed to be organised along the lines of former Soviet structures and procedures. Uzbekistan has retained a network of militia (police) staff colleges offering two-year courses to secondary school leavers. Senior police officers, special forces and criminal intelligence personnel receive training at the Academy of the Uzbek Armed Forces, a joint staff college that caters for the needs of a wide range of security agencies. 

Since 1999, Uzbek interior troops and MVD special forces have held regular counter-insurgency exercises with their army, border guard and SNB counterparts. The emphasis is on training troops for well co-ordinated joint operations against thinly dispersed groups of terrorists operating in the difficult terrain areas.

Inventory: Police            TOP

The police are equipped with various small arms.

Customs            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
n/a
 

The State Customs Committee is an independent agency reporting to the president. The agency concentrates on levying taxes on trade, and on preventing the illegal import and export of drugs, weapons and politically and religiously undesirable literature. The agency works in close co-ordination with the SNB and the border guards. 

In recent years, it has received counter-drug and border management training, and specialised equipment (including scans, night vision goggles and vehicles) through NADR (Nonproliferation, Anti-Terrorism, Demining and Related programmes) and Freedom Support Act (FSA) technical assistance programmes funded and administered by the US government.

The Chairman of the State Customs Committee is Ravshan Haydarov.

Border Guards            TOP

TOTAL STRENGTH
900
 

Assessment            TOP

The border guard service, together with the SNB, form the backbone of the Uzbek national security community. Both agencies are viewed by the regime as loyal and reliable sources of political support, not least because of their KGB roots. Relations between the SNB and the border guard service remain good. The latter relies on the SNB for operational intelligence. Protection of national frontiers against the influx of Islamist extremists from Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan has become Tashkent's top security priority, putting the border guards at the frontline of Karimov's personal 'war on terror'. 

The border guard paramilitary units are increasingly becoming a combat-ready and mobile force capable of fighting in low-intensity conflicts. Since 2000, the Uzbek border guards have benefited from USD5.3 million worth of equipment and training provided by the US military as part of American efforts to the boost anti-terrorist capabilities of Central Asian states. However, there is still an acute shortage of communications equipment, light armoured vehicles and combat/reconnaissance helicopters. As a result, the border guards have increasingly relied on mining Uzbekistan's southern frontier since 1999.

Organisation            TOP

The Uzbek border guard service, previously a directorate of the SNB security service, was in 1999 re-subordinated directly to the president and is now an independent agency. Its official name is the Committee for Protection of the State Border of Uzbekistan. Tashkent assumed protection of national frontiers in its own hands in 1992. Russian border guard forces completely withdrew from Uzbekistan in 1993. Russian and Uzbek border guards continue to exchange data and conduct joint exercises within the framework of the 1993 CIS Memorandum of Co-operation in the Protection of External State Borders. The border guard service is divided into immigration control and border troops arms. The latter was built around the Soviet-era KGB anti-terrorist unit based in Tashkent. 

Chain of Command            TOP

The chairman of the Committee for Protection of the State Border of Uzbekistan is subordinated directly to the president. The General Staff of the armed forces exercises operational control over combat units of the Committee.

Role and Deployment            TOP

Role and status are based on the presidential decree of 14 January 1992, the CIS agreement on the former USSR Border Troops of 20 March 1992 and the law 'On the State Borders of the Republic of Uzbekistan' of 1992.

Uzbek-Kyrgyz and Uzbek-Afghan borders remain the key focus of the border service. Most of its special operations forces are deployed alongside these two frontiers. The Afghan border remains the key drug transit route, and there are fears that it can also be used by IMU and other Islamist militants to infiltrate Uzbek territory. The Kyrgyz border runs through the Ferghana Valley. This, as the Andijan unrest in 2005 clearly demonstrated, remains the most unstable and potentially explosive region and is likely to pose the most serious threat to the survival of Karimov's regime. Consequently, Uzbek security forces are determined to curb cross-border migrant flows in the valley in order to ensure that no opposition groups get reinforcements from Kyrgyzstan, and that Kyrgyzstan does not become a safe haven for Uzbek insurgents. 

Uzbekistan has been reinforcing its border with Kyrgyzstan since 1999, deploying extra border guards and unilaterally shutting down border crossings. Uzbekistan is reported to have built around 35 new, militarised, border posts along the Kyrgyz-Uzbek state frontier since 1996.

Uzbekistan also deployed a special landing-force unit around the Kempirabad water reservoir along the Kyrgyz frontier, and built fortifications around Uzbek oil wells located inside Kyrgyz territory. Following the Andijan events in May 2005, which resulted in a wave of Uzbek refuges crossing over to Kyrgyzstan, Tashkent pledged to toughen its border crossing regime even further and deploy more troops alongside the Kyrgyz frontier.

Bases            TOP

The border agency's HQ is located in Tashkent. Border guard units maintain dozens of permanent bases alongside Uzbekistan's frontiers.

Training            TOP

Uzbek border guard forces have severed links with Russian staff colleges, although the service has exchange agreements with Russian Border Guard and General Staff academies. With US, German and British assistance, in the mid-1990s Uzbekistan developed a national system of joint command training. Commissioned officers are trained at the border guard faculty of the Armed Forces Academy in Tashkent. Non-commissioned officers receive training at the military sergeant (NCO) schools. There has been a concerted effort to develop joint tactical doctrine and unified system of command and control for all arms of service and security agencies. 

Inventory: Border Guards            TOP

The border guards are equipped with a variety of Soviet-made weapons.

Type Role 
5.45 mm PSM Pistol 
7.62 mm Tokarev Pistol 
9 mm Makarov Pistol 
5.45 mm AKS-74 Assault Rifle 
7.62 mm AKM Assault Rifle 
7.62 mm Dragunov Sniper Rifle 
RPG-7 /16/18/22 Grenade Launcher 
RPK-74 Light Machine Gun 
RPK/RPKS Light Machine Gun 
DShK Heavy Machine Gun 
RPG-7 Grenade Launcher 
BRDM-2 Reconnaissance Vehicle 
BMP-1 Infantry Fighting Vehicle 
BTR-50P Armoured Personnel Carrier 
BTR-60 Armoured Personnel Carrier 
BTR-70 Armoured Personnel Carrier 
Mi-8 Transport/Combat Support Helicopter 

Security Forces            TOP

INTERIOR TROOPS AND OTHER SPECIAL FORCES
Total Strength: 17,000-20,000 
 

Assessment            TOP

Having inherited Soviet KGB and GRU assets and competent security personnel, the SNB has formidable human and signals intelligence capabilities at its disposal. The agency has become a valuable partner of both US (at least until relations plunged after the US criticised Tashkent over the Andijan uprising) and Russian intelligence service in the fight against Islamist terrorism. Uzbek special forces have benefited from a new, modern command structure, where operational control over all paramilitary formations is concentrated in the hands of the General Staff. This system ensures greater efficiency and better co-ordination. Tashkent is determined to build a professional counter-insurgency force, and the level of funding for all special purpose units is likely to increase. 

A relatively new trend is Tashkent's close cooperation with Russia on intelligence and counterterrorism issues. Karimov changed his mind about the utility of close ties with Washington as he suspected that the US is assisting democratic forces in Uzebekistan who seek to topple his regime. Accordingly, from early 2005, it became obvious that Tashkent is increasingly turning to Russia and the CIS security structures for security assistance; Russia's domestic security service FSB now provides training to Uzbek special operations forces. In June 2005, Uzbekistan endorsed the idea of a Russian-led multinational counter-terrorism force based in Central Asia, and Moscow has pledged security assistance as part of the 2005 strategic partnership agreement between the two countries. 

Organisation            TOP

The Interior Ministry has a 20,000-strong paramilitary force - Interior Troops - under its command. The force comprises several motor rifle units tasked with guarding government installations and putting down civilian unrest, and a special purpose commando unit. The paramilitary arm of the National Security Service (SNB) consists of the 1,000-strong national guard force and an elite commando unit. 

The national guard battalion is responsible for the physical security of the president and other senior officials and strategic bases and objects. The Independent Commando Detachment of the SNB is a well-equipped counter-insurgency force formed on the basis of the Soviet military intelligence commando unit number 459 which had seen distinguished service in Afghanistan during the 1980s. President Karimov announced in June 2005 that the MVD would be stripped of its paramilitary units, which would go to the SNB and the MoD. The MVD Interior Troops are expected to be re-subordinated to the SNB national guard command in Tashkent.
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Security Services

National Security Service (SNB) 

The SNB is Uzbekistan's principal intelligence agency. Built on the basis of the republican KGB directorate, it has retained many of its KGB cadres, including a high proportion of ethnic Russians. Many senior SNB officers are graduates of elite KGB schools, including the Andropov Foreign Intelligence Institute. The purpose of the SNB is to protect national security from overseas and domestic threats and to co-ordinate the work of other law enforcement agencies. 

Its main areas of responsibility are Islamist terrorism (both in Uzbekistan and in the region) and religious extremism. The agency is used by President Karimov to prosecute his political opponents and the SNB plays a leading role in identifying Uzbek and foreign nationals who may pose a threat to Karimov's personal rule. The agency is divided into three arms: foreign intelligence service, counter-intelligence service and signals intelligence. It has a special operations force under its control which is believed to have recently incorporated the elite "Scorpion" unit previously belonging to the MVD. Indications are that in 2005 Karimov may transfer most paramilitary forces currently controlled by the MVD to the SNB and the MoD. 

Defence Intelligence Service (GRU) 

In 1992, Uzbek Defence Ministry took over the intelligence directorate of the Red Army Turkestan Military District. This was a valuable gain. During the Soviet period, the directorate played a central role in Moscow's defence intelligence operations in Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan. The Uzbeks thus inherited a vast pool of intelligence data and an extensive agent network in the region. The directorate formed the basis for the ministry's defence intelligence service (GRU). Up until 1996, the GRU was a multi-purpose security agency which comprised a foreign intelligence arm and an army intelligence corps. Its Tashkent-based training centre was abolished in 1996, while the second department (foreign intelligence) and the sixth department (signals) of the GRU were re-subordinated to the SNB. At present, the GRU only has tactical intelligence and reconnaissance capabilities. Since 1999, the agency's main focus has been special operations against domestic and foreign insurgent groups. It has 2 commando battalions responsible for security in the border regions of Uzbekistan. 

Bases            TOP

Security forces are based in Tashkent and other large cities.

Operational Art and Tactical Doctrine            TOP

Russian intelligence sources indicate that the SNB continues to employ a range of traditional KGB methods in its operational work. With regard to the special forces element of the Uzbek security community, the IMU campaign and the US-led war on terrorism provided impetus for revision of principles underpinning doctrines and staff regulations. The 2000 military doctrine, whose provisions apply to all security agencies, identifies two principal threats: terrorism and religious extremism. All security agencies participate in building an integrated, highly mobile and flexible force structured for special operations against terrorist groups and insurgency movements. The emphasis is on compact light infantry units and light artillery capable of delivering pin point strikes in the mountainous areas.

Training            TOP

Uzbekistan has consistently sought to limit its reliance on Russian military and intelligence staff colleges. Tashkent was the first post-Soviet state to base its defence education policy on the principle of joint-service training. Since 1994, most army and security officers have received training at the Uzbek Armed Forces Academy. On top of traditional military departments, the Academy has foreign intelligence, counter-intelligence and border guard faculties. Non-Commissioned Officers (NCOs) from both army and intelligence special forces are trained to US standards at the NCO school based in Chirchik, 32 km south of Tashkent. Uzbek commandos also receive training in psychological warfare operations and in how to respond to WMD attacks from US and British special forces. Although Tashkent is always reluctant to acknowledge its ties with Moscow, the intelligence agencies and special forces of both countries regularly exchange data and conduct joint training exercises. It is almost certain that the SNB sends some of its officers to Russian Foreign Intelligence Academy for advanced post-graduate training. 

Foreign Forces            TOP

Khanabad airbase            TOP

Khanabad airbase became a significant US facility, with approximately 1,000 personnel based there as military operations were undertaken against the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. This became an important transport and logistics hub for the US troops in Central Asia. 

Bilateral talks regarding US plans to upgrade the facility to a permanent deployment started in 2004, but were placed on hold following the Andijan uprising and US criticism of the Uzbek response to this. In response to Washington's call for an independent Andijan investigation, Tashkent evicted the US from the base in November 2005.

Termez airbase            TOP

Termez airbase, located in the south of Uzbekistan close to the border with Afghanistan, has been used by German forces as a forward supply base for its forces in Afghanistan since 2002. It has approximately 200 personnel based there.

In February 2008 the US signed an agreement with Tashkent for American forces to use the base. The agreement is limited to a case-by-case basis and requires the personnel to be travelling on German aircraft.


